
T H E  # 1
N E U R O L O G I C A L  T O O L
T H A T ' S  E A S Y  T O
L E A R N  A N D  
G A U R A N T E E D  T O
C H A N G E  T H E  W A Y
Y O U  L O V E  Y O U R
D O G !  

T H E  W A Y  Y O U  L O O K  A T  H E A L T H  C A R E  I S  A B O U T  T O  C H A N G E !  
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THE CONFIDENCE BEHIND RESPONSE5

With over a decade of study, experience and proven results, Response5 has long
since left my own hands and now sits in the hands of people in 31 different countries!

Arthritis 
Spinal Cord injury - from paralysis to walking in three weeks ( yes I was shocked! )
Degenerative Myelopathy ( elated to find a solution! )
Hip Dysplasia
Spinal stroke...to name a few.

That's when I thought, "This is WAY too incredible not to share!"
So I did!

Response5 became part of my teaching through the Canine Bowen Institute.

It became a local class for Families within my community,

And it made its online debut in 2016 after hundreds of world wide requests.

I became 100% confident that I was getting proven results within my own Clinic
with issues such as :
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SO WHAT THE HECK IS RESPONSE5 ?

Response5 is Neurological Restoration!

Now you're thinking, "What the heck is Neurological Restoration?!"

Allow me to clarify with three simply points:

#1 Neurological means your dog is being treated from the nervous system out! Using
this science based way of connecting with the central nervous system your dog not only
improves, but improves quickly.

#2 Approaching all mobility issues via a direct communication with the central nervous
system allows the brain and the nervous system to reconnect and allow the pathways to
reset and return to proper function. 
 
 #3 Here's the best part!...this is a gentle, non-invasive therapy that requires nothing
more than your hands to apply!
I promise you, you'll be on your way to restoring your dog's mobility within a day of
beginning Response5.

There is no question in my mind that Response5 will be used when any dog that is 10 years or older
comes through my clinic doors!
I have a very large "box of tools" to choose from, each of them has a place and a purpose, 
yet the 5 simple steps of Response5 is by far my most used formula for Senior Dogs.

I can count on Response5 to:
Start the healing process, no matter what condition the dog is dealing with.
To be powerful enough without overwhelming the body's systems.
I can count on it without hesitation.
...and it has never let me down!

Response5 has a unique process of healing, especially with Seniors, beginning with a new found "spark"
for life. 
Love that about Response5!

Debi reflects on Senior dogs...
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Veterinarians
have little to
no solutions
for
neurological
issues!

Your  Physician as well as your Animals

Veterinarian live, breath and are governed by the

same teachings: 

Diagnostics - Medication - Surgery.

No fault of their own, its just the way the medical

system is!

When diagnostics leads to a neurological

diagnosis they have two choices : Medication or

Surgery.

That's it my friends!...that's it!

So what do we do next?...we panic, we cry, our

heart breaks and then we begin to search...
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With over a decade of study, experience and proven results, Response5 has long
since left my own hands and now sits in the hands of people in 20 different countries!THE SEARCH IS OVER

Response5 is designed with three fundamental elements in mind:

#1- To give YOU the tools to help restore your dog's mobility health throughout a
lifetime.

This is EMPOWERING!

#2- No matter what mobility issue arises, the same 5 steps are used.

This is the coolest feature of Response5 - Super easy!

#3- You become an active part of your dog's health care. 

That's what you're looking for right?

Where ever you go with your dog you now have the built in solution (in your hands) to
create physical change!

Note: Response5 is all about creating CHANGE not providing temporary RELIEF.
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Response5 is the World Leader
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Our common beliefs (Yours and Mine) lend themselves to a new mindset of our role
as Animal Care-givers:

#1 - We have a high respect for the animals in our care.

#2- We're hyper vigilant in tending to their needs.

#3 - We're no longer satisfied with the limitations of Veterinarians.

#4 - We want to ensure that our animals have instant access to quality care.

#5 - We love to share our knowledge and skill sets to help other animals in need!

for placing Neurological support into the hands of the non-medical field.
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You've 
got 
this! 
( for a 
lifetime )
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Unlike any other item, service,
test, medication, food...that you

purchase for your dog,
Response5 is an easily learned
skill that never needs replacing.

For the price of one average Vet
visit (or less ) you'll hone a skill

that has a lifetime use 
for an endless list of conditions!

GRAB YOUR EXCLUSIVE
DISCOUNT CODE ON THE

LAST PAGE!

Warning:
It's highly addicting!

Once you've achieved results with
your own dog you'll be searching

for other animals to help!

...and that couldn't make me
happier!

http://www.response5.com/


Bob and Louise ~ Kentucky

We're urging anyone to add this skill to your life!
Out of desperation to help our aging dog with
Degenerative Myelopathy, I signed on to
Response5.  Within 3 weeks my wife and I were
seeing noted differences. Better stability, less
hesitation walking on the hardwood floors and a
definite increase in energy. Debi's generous
support was incredible! 

Mary and 12 year old Cinnamon

A definite increase in energy! Less stiffness and a
much calmer demeanour.

The 5 steps of Response5 are life-changing and
easy to execute!

A nice blend of reading/pictures/video's.

Debi was very easily available and very good at
answering any queries along the way.

Discovering Response5 was the answer to a
desperate prayer for a miracle.  Learning and
using Response5 has been an incredible journey
from despair to joy and wonder. My passion has
always been animals, but I never dreamed that I
would be involved in restoring their health.  When
my 8 year old German Shepherd was diagnosed
with DM, I wanted something that would work and
not be a burden to him or our family.  This therapy
has restored his mobility and vitality!

Maureen from Pennsylvania

http://www.response5.com/


WHAT TO EXPECT WITH
The Response5 online course is a journey that will reward you
with the most effective solution to your dog's mobility
problems. 

Surpasses any expectation you've ever had with any online
course!

Detailed, Impactful Videos designed for your success.
Quick Start video to get you started right away!
Step-by-Step easy to follow Instructions
Exclusive Emails
Bonus Learning Videos
Reference Library
10 day kick start formula
Personalized Response5 formula for your
dogs unique needs!

The most Frequently Asked Questions
Learn several ways to assess your dogs mobility issues
How to use your assessments to achieve the best results
Different ways to use Response5 
Bonus Tips for each of the 5 Steps
Bonus Muscle anatomy for each of the 5 Steps
Three detailed videos for each of the 5 Steps including a slow
motion video
Learn the do's and dont's of a Response5 session
Free Response5 Certification to solidify your skills and help other
animals within your community!

There's more!
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For your dog. For a lifetime.
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Simple to learn. Supported by the founder Debi Famelos.
Response5 is used anywhere and anytime your dog is in need!

Arthritis - Degenerative Myelopathy - Hip Dysplasia - Elbow Dysplasia - Knee (CCL)
Injury
Post Surgery recovery - Digestive disorders - Spinal injury - Spine Misalignment
Spondylosis - Roached Back - IVDD - Joint stiffness - Shoulder injury - Stroke
Recovery
Foot Knuckling - Muscle Spasms - Paralysis - Laryngeal Paralysis - Vestibular (Vertigo)
Acute and long standing mobility recovery
Increase of overall energy

For the tiny knocks and bumps of daily life to the chronic conditions that life can bring.

http://www.response5.com/


Your Exclusive
Promo Code 

for an additional 
$50 off

MYDOG

Debi Famelos
www.response5.com

www.animalvitalityplus.com
www.canineboweninstitute.com
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